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Island biogeography of the Anthropocene
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For centuries, biogeographers have examined the factors that produce patterns of biodiversity across regions. The study of islands has
proved particularly fruitful and has led to the theory that geographic
area and isolation influence species colonization, extinction and speciation such that larger islands have more species and isolated islands
have fewer species (that is, positive species–area and negative species–
isolation relationships)1–4. However, experimental tests of this theory
have been limited, owing to the difficulty in experimental manipulation of islands at the scales at which speciation and long-distance
colonization are relevant5. Here we have used the human-aided transport of exotic anole lizards among Caribbean islands as such a test
at an appropriate scale. In accord with theory, as anole colonizations
have increased, islands impoverished in native species have gained
the most exotic species, the past influence of speciation on island biogeography has been obscured, and the species–area relationship has
strengthened while the species–isolation relationship has weakened.
Moreover, anole biogeography increasingly reflects anthropogenic
rather than geographic processes. Unlike the island biogeography
of the past that was determined by geographic area and isolation, in
the Anthropocene—an epoch proposed for the present time interval—
island biogeography is dominated by the economic isolation of human
populations.
The number of species (that is, richness) on islands is theorized to be
a function of colonization and in situ speciation that add species, and
extinction that subtracts them1–6. Larger and less-isolated islands have
lower extinction and higher colonization compared to smaller and moreisolated islands. Larger islands have more in situ speciation than smaller
islands because they have a greater diversity of habitat types and offer
more opportunities for allopatric divergence7,8, while isolated islands
have fewer and more closely related species because they are infrequently
colonized9,10. Island area is thought to set the maximum richness islands
can contain (that is, equilibrium saturation points1), while isolation and
in situ speciation influence how close islands are to saturation. Together,
these processes are presumed to cause the positive species–area and negative species–isolation relationships (SARs and SIRs) ubiquitous across
islands.
Tests of this theory are lacking owing to limits in the scale at which
experimental manipulation is possible5. For example, the most comprehensive experiment was an arthropod defaunation and recovery manipulation of six small, un-isolated islands (maximum area ,0.003 ha; maximum
interisland distance ,1.2 km)11. Other tests have monitored diversity
recoveries from natural catastrophes that wiped out existing species (for
example, volcanic eruptions12). These studies demonstrated that colonization and extinction can balance each other to determine species
richness—although this equilibrium may take a long time, if ever, to
achieve4,13—and that area and extinction rate are negatively correlated14.
Other predicted relationships have not been experimentally investigated
because all previous tests were on few islands of small size and limited
isolation where the effects of speciation and long-distance colonization
could not be assessed.
Here, we illustrate how the spread of exotic species experimentally
tests island biogeography theory15–17. In the past, changes to the species
richness of major islands (that is, those large and isolated enough to have

speciation and infrequent colonizations) have occurred on timescales
precluding direct human observation and testing of theoretical predictions. This is no longer the case today. For many insular groups, island
richness is increasing as the number of exotic species establishing surpasses the number of native species lost18.
Caribbean Anolis lizards are one such group. Until recently, each Caribbean island bank—shallow areas that connect islands—housed endemic
clades of anoles (Fig. 1, Extended Data Fig. 1)19. This high endemicity
resulted because over-water dispersal is naturally perilous for anoles,
making natural long-distance colonization rare and allopatric speciation common even among neighbouring banks. No anole has gone extinct
except possibly one (Anolis roosevelti)20. In contrast, 34 populations comprising 18 species have established on a Caribbean island far from their
native bank, increasing mean bank richness from 4.72 (2.06 s.e.m.) to
5.41 (1.91; P = 0.001, Fig. 1, Extended Data Table 1). If the tenets of
island biogeography theory are valid, then this human-mediated increased
colonization will predictably alter anole biogeography and richness relationships. Here we test three predictions: exotic anoles have mostly
established on impoverished banks, increased anole colonizations have
diminished the past signal of speciation on bank richness, and the anole
SAR has strengthened while the anole SIR has weakened.
Have exotic anoles established on banks furthest from their area-set
saturation points? Banks impoverished in native anoles should provide
the most opportunity for new species establishment. We estimated bank
saturation as the residuals from a log-linear regression of native richness
on area (that is, lower residuals suggest impoverished banks, Extended
Data Fig. 2). As predicted, exotic anoles have established on the most
impoverished banks (coefficient of exotic richness on saturation: –0.422
6 0.126, P 5 0.002)—a result also robust to an alternative metric based
on a direct estimate of the anole saturation curve (20.409 6 0.126,
P 5 0.003, Extended Data Table 2).
Has increased colonization obscured the past effect of speciation on
anole biogeography? Speciation is responsible for two main biogeographic
patterns in anoles. First, because an isolated island is more likely to contain
species descended from speciation of a few colonists from the same source
area rather than multiple colonists from multiple source areas, which
is more likely for proximate islands10, negative phylogenetic diversity–
isolation relationships (PDIRs) are expected where the most isolated
islands contain small numbers of closely related species. Such a relationship
previously existed for Caribbean anoles. Anoles found on the same bank
were more closely related to each other than expected if species randomly
colonized banks regardless of isolation (Fig. 1; mean standardized effect:
–8.08, P = 0.001, indicating strong phylogenetic underdispersion)21,
and as a result of this non-random colonization, the PDIR was strongly
negative (past PDIR coefficient: –0.734 6 0.196, P 5 0.002, Extended Data
Fig. 3). In the present day, anole assemblages are more phylogenetically
random (increase in mean standardized effect: 3.02, P = 0.001) because
exotic species can colonize isolated banks from across the Caribbean
(compare native and exotic distributions in Fig. 1)22; consequently the
anole PDIR has been eliminated (present PDIR coefficient: –0.520 6 0.245,
P . 0.05; Extended Data Fig. 3).
Second, in situ speciation is expected to be a nonlinear function of
area, stemming from a threshold area below which speciation does not
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Figure 1 | The biogeographic distributions of Caribbean anole lizards in the
Anthropocene. Lines link species to the banks where they are found; the

mirrored tree21,29 is ordered to minimize the crossing of native-to-bank links.
Bermuda, Klein Curaçao and Tobago have no native anoles.

occur6–8. This effect causes two-part SARs in which species richness rises
modestly with area up to the threshold, and then increases dramatically.
In the past, the anole SAR exhibited this nonlinearity (Fig. 2a), but the
pattern is now gone. The present-day SAR is linear (P , 0.001) because
the area relationship of banks without in situ speciation has become
similar to the area relationship of banks with in situ speciation (Fig. 2b).
This homogenization of relationships is expected because banks that
lacked in situ speciation (Extended Data Fig. 1) were impoverished in

species, especially banks just below the breakpoint in Fig. 2a (P 5 0.007,
Extended Data Table 3).
Does area now explain more, and isolation less, of the variation in
anole richness? By adding species to impoverished islands, increased
colonization should move islands towards their area-set saturation points,
strengthening the SAR; and because isolated islands, especially those
too small for in situ speciation, should be impoverished, the SIR should
weaken. In the past, a strong, negative SIR existed (Table 1, Fig. 2c) with

Table 1 | The shifting importance of area and isolation to Caribbean anole biogeography
Sum of squares

Explained variation

Past to present change

Geographic isolation

Past
Exotic
Present

Area

1

2

3

Residual

Area

Total isolation

Area

Total isolation

(1) 13.73
(1) 4.69
(1) 17.88

(2) 2.11
0.04
(2) 2.16

(2) 3.53
(1) 7.43
0.14

(2) 4.23
(1) 6.57
0.28

10.27
20.13
13.76

41%
12%
52%

29%
36%
7%

29%

274%

‘Past’ is native richness. ‘Exotic’ is exotic richness. ‘Present’ is native 1 exotic richness. ‘Area’ is total emerged land of a bank. ‘Geographic isolation’ is three orthogonal metrics calculated from the pairwisedistances among banks and the mainland (Extended Data Table 4). Significant values (a 5 0.05) are in bold and given with the sign of the relationship. ‘Past to present change’ is the difference between present and
past explained variation divided by past explained variation. Richness and area were log transformed and all variables were standardized.
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Figure 2 | The linearization of the Caribbean anole species–area
relationship (SAR) and flattening of the species–isolation relationship
(SIR). a, The past SAR was nonlinear and best fitted by a regression with two
slopes and a breakpoint (*, 3.579 [CI95%, 3.337–3.822], P = 0.001)6. In all
panels, solid black lines indicate regression fits across all banks and coloured
lines are regressions of banks with (red) or without (blue) in situ speciation.
b, Colonization of exotic anoles has eliminated the two-part SAR. Solid symbols
are banks with exotics and the y-axis plots loge(species richness). c, In the
past, there was a strong SIR across all banks. ‘Isolation’ is the mean of three
orthogonal isolation metrics (Table 1, Extended Data Table 4). d, Exotic
colonization has reduced the strength of the SIR by eliminating the SIR of banks
without in situ speciation. R2 in each panel for the regressions on all banks,
with in situ, and without in situ, speciation are respectively: a, 0.85, 0.90, 0.11;
b, 0.57, 0.89, 0.31; c, 0.32, 0.65, 0.22; d, 0.15, 0.65, 0.01. See Table 1 for the
multivariate regressions.

the most isolated banks also the most impoverished in native anoles
(P = 0.001, Extended Data Table 3). As predicted, the SIR has now weakened while the SAR has strengthened (Fig. 2b, d, Table 1, Extended Data
Table 5). This shift is because isolation now correlates positively with
the richness of newly colonized species, a reversal of the natural pattern,
but like the natural pattern, exotic richness positively correlates with area,
further strengthening the present-day anole SAR (see the exotic model
in Table 1).
Our results support the theory that it is the influence of geographic
area and isolation on long-term biogeographic processes such as speciation
and colonization that fundamentally determine island biodiversity1,2,4,10.
However, as the species richness of isolated islands is increasing, Caribbean anoles are not currently in equilibrium and island isolation no longer
inhibits colonization by new species (Figs 1, 2d; Table 1). Yet, this latter
conclusion rests on defining isolation relevant to the natural over-water
colonizing ability of lizards. In the modern world, anoles colonize as
commensals of humans arriving at new destinations primarily as stowaways in cargo shipments (Extended Data Table 1). In this context, island

Figure 3 | Anole lizards are establishing on Caribbean islands at an
increasing rate. The accumulation of exotic anole lizard species across the
Caribbean is best explained by a three-segment regression (P = 0.001) with
breakpoints (*) estimated at 1961 (1943–79 CI95%, horizontal bars) and 1999
(1997–2002), and rates of 0.07 (60.01 s.e.m.), 0.23 (0.07), 0.96 (0.12) exotic
establishments per year.

isolation should be redefined to be relevant to this new way in which
islands gain species.
Translocating species to new destinations is one of the many ways
humans alter Earth. Human effects are so pervasive that a new epoch for
the present day, the Anthropocene, has been proposed23. Proponents
argue that an anthropogenic perspective is necessary to understand current
and future trajectories of Earth systems24,25. Beginning with the Industrial
Revolution, multiple indicators of human activity (for example, atmospheric CO2 concentration) slowly increased, but then following the
Second World War (WWII) increased rapidly23. The establishment of
exotic anoles follows such a curve (Fig. 3). Establishment rate increased
first after WWII, and again following the end of the Cold War when global
shipping more than doubled26. An Anthropocene perspective may thus
well apply to understanding present-day island isolation, and we interpret our final results in this context.
Shipping traffic among Caribbean banks is not related to geographic
isolation (Extended Data Table 6)27. Instead, variation in shipping is
dependent on anthropogenic factors that influence trade (for example,
the US–Cuban trade embargo)28. We estimated the economic isolation
of Caribbean banks from a global maritime shipping-traffic data set27
and asked if this metric explained anole richness.
Economic isolation determines Caribbean biodiversity in the Anthropocene—both exotic and present-day (that is, native 1 exotic) anole
richness were negative functions of economic isolation (Table 2, Extended
Data Table 5). Further, the correlation between area and economic isolation was high (r 5 20.74, P = 0.001), implicating shipping trade as
the mechanism underlying the positive exotic SAR (Table 1). Therefore,
two mechanisms, natural and anthropogenic, underlie the shifting importance of area and isolation in determining past from present anole biogeography (Tables 1 and 2, Extended Data Table 2). As expected if area

Table 2 | The importance of economic isolation to Anthropocene island biogeography
Sum of squares

Explained variation

Geographic isolation

Exotic
Present

Area

1

2

3

Economic isolation

Residual

Area

Total isolation

Economic isolation

(1) 4.83

(2) 3.3

(1) 6.06
-

(1) 7.32
-

(2) 10.76
(2) 2.26

14.11
11.91

22%

35%
15%

28%
10%

See Table 1 footnote. Economic isolation is based on the total number of ships docking on each bank. Models are best-fit based on the lowest Akaike information criterion, dashes indicate dropped covariates.
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determines saturation points, isolated banks without in situ speciation
are impoverished in native species (Extended Data Table 3) and are consequently gaining exotics to strengthen the anole SAR, yet because the
trade that disperses anoles is constrained by area (for example, larger
banks have more people and ports), the SAR is also strengthening because
there is a negative economic isolation–area relationship (EIAR, Extended
Data Fig. 4a).
Anthropocene models of island biogeography must include economic
isolation. For example, the US embargo strongly increases Cuban economic isolation (Extended Data Fig. 4b). We estimated Cuban economic
isolation without an embargo from the Caribbean EIAR, and then estimated the expected number of exotic anoles from the exotic model in
Table 2 (Extended Data Fig. 4c). Given the current rate of exotic establishment (Fig. 3), we predict Cuba would rapidly gain 1.65 anole lizard
species (95% confidence interval, CI95%, 1.06–2.57) should trade normalize following embargo cessation; this gain is comparable to that already
seen on Hispaniola, a bank of similar area but without a trade embargo.
As the native biodiversity of islands such as Cuba is extraordinary and
economically important, strategies (such as cargo screening, ecological
monitoring and species import bans) to prevent the establishment and
impact of exotic species must increase as economic isolation decreases.
Just as for models of other Earth systems, biogeographic models must
now include anthropogenic forcing to understand, predict and mitigate
the consequences of the new island biogeography of the Anthropocene.
Online Content Methods, along with any additional Extended Data display items
and Source Data, are available in the online version of the paper; references unique
to these sections appear only in the online paper.
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METHODS
We constructed a data set of native and exotic (34 establishments) anole distributions across 39 Caribbean banks with an exhaustive literature search and by contacting anole experts. All Caribbean-region banks with documented introductions
were analysed along with all banks that have endemic species (Extended Data Fig. 1).
All banks were within nations of the Caribbean Community and Common Market
(CARICOM) group, a geopolitical economic development organization that influences Caribbean trade. To test for phylogenetic underdispersion, we calculated the
mean relatedness of species in past and present bank assemblages and compared
the mean across banks to null distributions derived by randomizing species across
banks21. Bank area was estimated as total dry land area. Isolation was based on our
current understanding of anole ancestral biogeography (Extended Data Fig. 1)13,19,29,
estimated as the square root9 of: total pairwise distance from all banks, distance from
Cuba, distance from northern South America, and total distance from both Cuba
and northern South America (that is, the estimated origins of all Caribbean anoles).
We then performed a principal component analysis and used the resultant axes as
isolation metrics (Extended Data Table 4). Economic isolation was the total number

of ships docking on each bank from anywhere within the Caribbean region in 2007–
0827, divided by the maximum value across banks and subtracted from one (Extended
Data Fig. 4a). Alternative economic isolation metrics (for example, total cargo tonnage per ship) were highly correlated and produced the same conclusions. Regressions in Tables 1 and 2 were Gaussian and data met model assumptions. We tested
the sensitivity of our results by: using an alternative ancestral origin (Hispaniola),
removing banks without natives, removing the Greater Antilles, removing Bermuda,
using alternative species definitions, including bank age, and finally using an alternative data set30 of 43 Caribbean banks with 21 exotic establishments (Extended Data
Table 5).
30.
31.

32.
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Extended Data Figure 1 | Bayesian maximum clade credibility
phylogeny of Caribbean Anolis lizards with estimates of geographic history
based on native species distributions. The relative likelihoods of character
states at internal nodes31 are depicted as pie charts and are coloured by
geography (see tip colours and labels). Grey boxes encompass nodes and edges

with relative log likelihood for a mainland state .0.005. Six banks here are
identified as having had cladogenetic (in situ) speciation: the Greater Antilles
(as previously reported6), St Vincent and Guadeloupe—St Vincent because our
phylogeny13,21,29 is different from the phylogeny of the previous work6, and
Guadeloupe because unlike the previous work6 we aggregated islands to banks.
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Extended Data Figure 2 | Caribbean anole bank saturation and the effect of
isolation on the species–area relationship (SAR). a, We used the residuals
from a linear regression (dashed line) of the bank SAR and deviations from a
90% quantile regression (dotted line in a–c) of the SAR of islands within the
Cuban bank as estimates of native anole saturation (Extended Data Table 2, 3).
SR is species richness. The two metrics of saturation were strongly correlated
(r 5 0.989, P = 0.001). b, Cuban islands span the range of areas exhibited
by Caribbean banks and are much less isolated and nearby to Cuba, the
most species-rich island in the Caribbean. Our 90% quantile regression is
analogous to calculations of island saturation curves based on drawing a line

between a source island and a species-rich island very near to the source1.
c, In the present day, bank richness has not exceeded the saturation curve, an
indication that banks are not currently oversaturated with anoles. Filled
symbols indicate banks with exotics. d, Isolation determines much of the
nonlinear relationship between past (that is, native) anole richness and area
(Fig. 2a) and validates our use of a linear model for the analyses in Tables 1
and 2. The ordinate is the residual from a regression of past species richness on
the three isolation metrics, and unlike the raw SAR in a, a linear model (solid
line), and not a breakpoint model (Fig. 2a), best fit the data.
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Extended Data Figure 3 | The loss of the Caribbean anole negative
phylogenetic diversity–isolation relationship (PDIR). a, In the past there was
a strong negative PDIR (P 5 0.003), but in the present day (b), this negative
relationship has been reduced by 71% and c, is no longer significant (see Table 1
footnote for definitions of the values in c). Phylogenetic species variability
(PSV) is the mean relative phylogenetic relatedness of all species on a bank32.
Red points are banks with, and blue points banks without, in situ speciation.
Filled symbols show banks with exotics. Grey points in b are banks that in the
past had ,2 anole species, but with exotic colonization now have 2 or more
species such that PSV can now be calculated32. Note that to be comparable, both
the PSV regressions in c are only on the banks with 2 or more native species.
Variation in PSV is caused both by colonization and in situ speciation.

Specifically, (1) Jamaica, Guadeloupe and St Vincent have low PSV because
they are derived from one colonization and then in situ speciation (Extended
Data Fig. 1); (2) Grenada, St Eustatius, Anguilla and Antigua have low PSV
because each of their two colonizations came from the same clade;
(3) Cay Sal, Little Cayman and Acklins have high PSV because they had
colonizations from distantly related clades originating from Cuba—each had a
natural colonization of the ubiquitous Anolis sagrei and of an ancestor from
the carolinensis clade; (4) Great Bahama has high PSV because it received
colonizations from both Hispaniola and Cuba; and (5) Cuba, Hispaniola and
Puerto Rico have high PSV because they have had much in situ speciation
derived from multiple colonizations.
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Extended Data Figure 4 | The effect of the US trade embargo on Cuban
economic isolation. a, There is a negative economic isolation–area
relationship (EIAR) across Caribbean banks. b, The largest residual

(studentized) of the EIAR (line in a) is Cuba. c, The predicted economic
isolation of Cuba (3 symbol) if the trade embargo is lifted, based on the EIAR.
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Extended Data Table 1 | Exotic colonization data set
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Extended Data Table 2 | Natural and anthropogenic mechanisms determine exotic anole richness

Depicted models are exotic richness regressed on economic isolation and either saturation measured as residuals from a linear regression of the past bank species–area relationship (SAR, Extended Data Fig. 2a) or
saturation measured as deviations from a 90% linear quantile regression of the SAR of islands of the Cuban bank (Extended Data Fig. 2b). Pearson correlation of these two saturation metrics was 0.98. Coefficient
estimates are presented and all variates were scaled to have mean 0 and s.d. 1. Both models had adjusted R2 5 0.40, F4,34 5 13.84, P = 0.001.
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Extended Data Table 3 | The saturation of banks with native anoles is explained by bank isolation and in situ speciation

Saturation is the residual of the linear SAR (Extended Data Fig. 2a). Coefficient estimates are presented for the full model with an adjusted R2 0.53, F4,34 5 11.71, P = 0.001. Also those banks in the upper quartile of
the banks below the threshold estimated by the breakpoint regression depicted in Fig. 2a are less saturated than the banks in the lower three quartiles of banks below the breakpoint (P 5 0.009).
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Extended Data Table 4 | Correlations of the original isolation metrics and the three orthogonal isolation metrics used in all analyses

The three isolation metrics are the principal components of the four original isolation metrics which are the square root9 of: total pairwise distance from all banks, distance from northern South America, distance
from Cuba, and total distance from both Cuba and northern South America (that is, the estimated origins of all Caribbean anoles). Correlations greater than 0.5 (absolute values) are in bold.
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Extended Data Table 5 | The shifting importance of geographic area and isolation (Table 1) and the importance of economic isolation to anole
Anthropocene island biogeography (Table 2) are robust to variations in the underlying data

The first scenario is as reported in the main text for ‘past to present change’ (Table 1) and ‘exotic/present richness’ (Table 2). For each scenario, the isolation metrics were recalculated and the regressions refitted.
The conservative species definitions scenario lumped the following species: luteosignifer to sagrei; kahouannensis, desiradei, terraealtae and chrysops to marmoratus; ernestwilliamsi and desechensis to cristatellus and
schwartzi to wattsi. Bank age was a binomial variable indicating if banks were completely submerged during the mid-Pliocene (3–3.3 Myr ago). The Powell and Henderson data set30 is an alternative data set of native
and exotic anole distributions across Caribbean banks—43 banks as opposed to our 39 and 21 exotic establishments as opposed to our 34. We did not merge the Powel and Henderson data set to the Caribbean
shipping traffic data set27.
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Extended Data Table 6 | Correlations of economic isolation on geographic area and isolation

Area and the four original distance metrics were log transformed. Only the area correlation was significant (P , 0.001). S.A. is South America. There was also no correlation between the pairwise geographic
distances between banks and the number of ships travelling between banks (r 5 20.23, P . 0.05, Mantel test).
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